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Remarks
and
Replies
Process-Specific Constraints in Optimality Theory
John J. McCarthy
Similar phonological processes can be governed by different constraints.Davis (1995) claims that the effect of such process-specific
constraintscannotbe obtainedin OptimalityTheory(OT), exemplifying this point with materialfrom harmonyin PalestinianArabic. On
the contrary,I show thatprocess-specificconstraintsare a naturaland
expected result of constraint ranking, the fundamentalidea of OT.
Furthermore,OT makes a restrictiveprediction,the subset criterion,
about coexistent process-specific constraints within a single grammar-a predictionsupportedby the Palestinianmaterial.
Davis also presentsevidence that epentheticsegments have featural specifications,claiming that OT says they are featureless.This is
incorrect;OT is a model of constraintinteraction,not of the representation of epenthetic segments.
Keywords: Arabic dialects, constraints,epenthesis, harmony, Optimality Theory

1 Introduction
Researchin phonology duringthe last two decades has securelyestablishedthatotherwisegeneral
processes may be blocked by outputconstraints.For example, the ObligatoryContourPrinciple
(OCP; Leben 1973, Goldsmith 1976), which prohibitsadjacentidentical elements, is known to
block vowel deletionbetween identicalconsonants(McCarthy1986) or to block high-tonespreading onto a syllable that is adjacentto a high tone (Myers 1987).
In the context of his analysis of tongue root harmonyin PalestinianArabic, Davis (1995)
presents evidence that these blocking effects are process-specific: the same basic process in
differentgrammarsor similarprocesses in the same grammarcan be governedby differentconstraintsor by no constraintat all. Concretely,leftward tone spreadingmight be blocked by the
OCP andrightwardtone spreadingmight ignore it, in the same grammar,on a language-particular
basis. To express this observation,Davis proposes,following Archangeliand Pulleyblank(1994),
This work was supportedby the National Science Foundationunder grant SBR-9420424. I am indebted to John
Alderete,Jill Beckman,LauraBenua, StuartDavis, Linda Lombardi,and two anonymousreferees for LinguisticInquiry.
I am particularlygratefulto Alan Prince, whose valuable suggestions have significantly reshapedthis article.
Linguistic Inquiry,Volume 28, Number 2, Spring 1997
231-251
C?1997 by the MassachusettsInstituteof Technology
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that phonological processes are formulatedas language-particularrules with a slot available to
recordany constraintsthatlimit theirapplicability.Thatis to say, a constraintthatblocks a process
is included as a language-particularcodicil in the process's formulation(see (3) below for an
example).
At the conclusion of his article, Davis says that process-specific constraints,in the sense
just described,presenta challenge to OptimalityTheory (OT;Prince and Smolensky 1991, 1993).
OT does not recognizeparametricrules with constraintsembeddedin them.Rather,OT constructs
rankingsof universalconstraints.This differenceleads Davis
grammarsfrom language-particular
to pose the following rhetoricalquestion (p. 495): "[H]ow can the effect of process-specific
constraintsbe producedwithin OptimalityTheory just by constraintranking,without reference
to processesor derivations?"Thatis, how does OT obtainthe effect of process-specificconstraints
without rules in which to embed the constraints?
The answer to this question is basic to OT and will be the focus here. Reanalysis of the
PalestinianArabic material(in sections 2 and 4) illustratessome importantmodes of explanation
providedby OT. I will show thatthe conceptionof constraintinteractioninherentto OT is superior
to the parametricrule-basedtheory Davis advocates,yielding a more explanatoryaccountof the
materialhe discusses. This discussion leads to a restrictiveclaim about the natureof processspecificity under OT (section 3). Finally, in section 5 I address anothercriticism Davis makes
against OT, involving supposedrepresentationalcommitmentsin the case of epenthesis.
2 The Simple Blocking Pattern: [RTR] Spread in a Southern Palestinian Dialect
In the southern Palestinian dialect described by Davis, there is bidirectionalharmony of the
phonological propertyknown traditionallyas "emphasis," phoneticallya kind of uvularization.
This propertyis identified with the distinctive feature [RTR] (retracted tongue root), which is
presentunderlyinglyon certainconsonants.Leftwardharmonyof [RTR] is unlimitedwithin the
word (la), whereasrightwardharmonyis blocked by any of the high front segments iysj (lb-c).1
(As a transcriptionalconvenience, I will use underscoringto indicate the extent of the surface
[RTR] span and I will capitalize the consonant that underlyinglybears the [RTR] feature. The
vowel written as a is phonetically [w], except in an [RTR] span, when it is approximately[n].)
(1) SouthernPalestinian harmonydata
a. Leftwardharmony
ballaaS
haDD
?absaT
baaS
manaafiD
'aTsaan
nasaaT
xayyaaT
tam'siiTa
majaSSaSis
1
In orderto maintainsharpfocus on the issue of process-specificityin OT, I have simply assumedthe correctness
of Davis's descriptionof the two Palestiniandialects, citing examples and generalizationsdirectly from his article. This
limitationinevitablygives shortshriftto importantquestions:is [RTR]the harmonizingfeature;are the differentharmony
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b. Rightwardharmony
?aTfaal
Sabaah
Twaal
Tuubak
Seefak
Sootak
c. Blocking of rightwardharmony
Tiinak
Sayyaad
TaTsaan
Dajjaat
The forms in (la) show thatleftwardharmonyof [RTR]is unimpededeven by high frontsegments
like i (tams'iiTa).The forms in (lb) show thatthereis rightwardharmonyas well, but the examples
in (ic) prove that high front segments block rightwardharmony.The blockers are i (Tiinak), y
(gyyaad), s (_aT_aan), and]j (Ojaat).
According to Davis, the high front segments block rightwardharmonybecause a processspecific constraintpreventsthem from linking to [RTR];since they cannotbe skippedover either,
they put a stop to harmony.The responsibleprocess-specific constraintcan be called RTR/Hi&
FR; it is the conjunctionof the constraintsRTR/Hi (-*[high, RTR]) and RTR/FR(-*[front,
RTR]) (after Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994). The combined constraintRTR/HI&FRasserts
that [RTR] segments cannot be both high and front.
(2) RTRIHi&FR
*[high, front, RTR]
In accordancewith the model of process/constraintinteractionthathe adopts,Davis incorporates this constraintdirectly into the process of rightward[RTR] spread.
(3) Rightward[RTR]spread in southernPalestinian Arabic (quotedfrom Davis 1995:476)
Argument
[RTR]
Parameters
1. Function:INSERT
2. Type: PATH
3. Direction:LEFT TO RIGHT
4. Iteration:ITERATIVE
Structurerequirements
1. Argumentstructure:NONE
2. Target structure:FREE
Otherrequirements
1. Argumentcondition: SECONDARYPLACE
2. Target conditions:RTR/Hi and RTR/FR
processes all phonological, or are some actually phonetic; are the details of blocking and triggeringrightly described?
For relevantdiscussion, see Card 1979, Ghazeli 1977, Herzallah1990, Keating 1990:452ff. McCarthy1994, and Younes
1982, 1993.
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Because this rule includes RTR/HI&FRas a "target condition," rightwardspread is blocked
whenever it encountersa high front segment (i.e., iysj). But RTR/HI&FRis not included in the
formulationof the leftward spread rule, which is not subject to any target condition. Thus, the
constraintRTR/HI&FRis process-specific because it is built directly into the one process it controls. This is the natureof process-specificityin the rule-basedparametricframework.
Elaboratingon his argumentagainst OT, Davis asks the following question about southern
Palestinian(p. 495): "[H]ow can OptimalityTheory accountfor the fact that rightwardemphasis
spread,but not leftwardemphasisspread,is subjectto the groundedconditionsRTR/Hiand RTR/
FR,underthe view that these conditions are general constraintsof the language and not process
specific?" Undoubtedly,OT does not countenancecomplex language-particularrule schemata
like (3), with a parametricslot in which the process-specificconstraintscan reside. The challenge,
then, is to see whetherOT can obtain the process-specificityeffect by other means.
In fact, this situationpresentsno challenge to OT. Constraintranking,the essential element
of OT, straightforwardlyleads to situationsin which some processes are blocked by a constraint
and others are not. To prove this point, I will outline the main elements of an OT analysis of the
southernPalestinianmaterialin (1).
OT does not characterizeprocesses in terms of operationslike (3). Rather,in OT the operational notion of a process roughly translatesinto a constraintrankingin which some structural
constraintM crucially dominatessome faithfulnessconstraintF: M >> F. The constraint14
prohibitssome kindof outputstructure,such as a coda, a nonbranchingfoot, or a frontroundvowel;
taken together,the various constraintslike M constitutethe universaltheory of markedness.On
the other hand, F is one of the family of constraintsthat demandfaithfulnessof surface forms
to underlyingforms. When F is obeyed, surface and underlyingforms are identical in the Frelevantcharacteristic;when F is violated, they differ in that characteristic.The rankingM >>
F asserts that obedience to 14 is requiredeven at the expense of violation of F, so unless some
higher-rankingconstraintvitiates the force of 1, any potential14-violating form will be altered
to an M-conforming one, even if this means unfaithfulnesswith respectto F. This unfaithfulness
in the underlying=X surface mapping,requiredby constraintinteractionunderM >> F, is the
approximateOT analogue to a "process" in operationaltheories.2
Turningfrom these abstractconsiderationsto more concrete ones, we can apply the M >>
F schema to [RTR]harmonyin PalestinianArabic.The relevantfaithfulnessconstraintis IDENTATR: assuming full specification, a segment that is underlyingly[ATR] (advanced tongue root)
must remain so.3 It is crucially dominatedby structuralconstraintsthat demandharmonyof the
2
Underthe oppositeranking,IF >> M, the structuralconstraintdoes not affect the underlying=* surfacemapping.
Nonetheless, it may still be active when the dominatingconstraintIF is irrelevant.This situation,dubbed "emergence
of the unmarked"in McCarthyand Prince 1994, derives from the OT claim thatconstraintsare universalbut theirranking
differs from grammarto grammar(Prince and Smolensky 1993).
3 Under CorrespondenceTheory (McCarthyand Prince 1995), IDENr-ATR is formalizedas in (i). (The string is
SI
the input; S2 refers to the output.)

(i) IDENT-ATR

If OtE S1, , E S2, cxV, and (x is [ATR], then 1Bis [ATR].
As defined,this constraintpresupposesfull specificationof Si and S2. An appropriatemodificationfor underspecificational
assumptionscan be readily accommodated:replace "is [ATR]" with "is not [RTR]," in both instances.
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Tableau 1
RTR-LEFr >>IDENT-ATR

/ballaaS/
a. r,

ballaaS

b.

ballaaS

RTR-LEFr

[

IDENT-ATR

Tableau 2
RTR-RIGHT>> IDENT-ATR

/Sabaah/
a. a9

Sabaah

b.

Sabaah

RTR-RIGHT

*!***

feature [RTR], whenever

that feature is present in a form. Following

1995, to appear), Beckman
(1993,

IDENT-ATR

(1994),

Cole and Kisseberth

proposals by Akinlabi (1994,

(1994),

Kirchner (1993),

Pulleyblank

1994), and Ringen and Vago (1995, to appear), I will formulate these harmony constraints

in terms of the Generalized
high-ranking

(4) Constraints

Alignment

in southem

constraints

model of McCarthy and Prince (1993a).4
Palestinian

The responsible

are these:

on [RTR] alignment

a. RTR-LEFr
Align([RTR],

Left, Word, Left)

"Any instance of [RTR] is aligned initially in Word."
b. RTR-RIGHT
Align([RTR],

Right, Word, Right)

"Any instance of [RTR] is aligned finally in Word."
The 1M >> It ranking is proven by the constraint tableaux
others, I have reckoned

violations

of alignment

and faithfulness

1 and 2. (In these tableaux and
in terms of feature-geometric

root nodes, so aa and a both count as one; but nothing hinges on this detail, since only the degree
of violation matters.) In tableau 1, satisfaction
to the [ATR] specifications

of RTR-LEFr is bought at the price of unfaithfulness

of b, a, 1, and a; the altemative

candidate,

with [RTR]-in-situ,

fails

because the alignment constraint is top-ranked. Tableau 2 shows the same thing, mutatis mutandis,
for the constraint RTR-RIGHT.
As these ranking arguments make clear, alignment
ness to the input, securely

establishing

(5) Ranking of core constraints

of [RTR] takes precedence

the constraint ranking given in (5).
in southern Palestinian

RTR-LEFF, RTR-RIGHT >> IDENT-ATR

4For an alternative,see Beckman 1995, in preparation.

over faithful-
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Tableau 3
RTR-LEFr >> RTR/HI&FR
/xayyaaTl/
a.rr

xayyaaT

b.

xayy*Xj

RTR-LEFr

|JRTR/HI&FR
*

Tableau 4
RTR/Hi&FR >> RTR-RIGHT
/Sayyaad/ J[_RTR/Hi&FR

a. ag

Sayyaad ::

b.

Sayyaad

[

RTR-RIGHT

This much lays the foundationfor the discussion of how OT obtains the process-specific
blocking effect. The rest is quite straightforward,once the role of constraintranking is made
clear. The rankingbetween two structuralconstraints,like the rankingbetween M and IF, determines which is obeyed and which is violated in case of conflict. The interestingconflicts are
between the [RTR]alignmentconstraintsand the featuralconstraintRTR/HI&FR(-*[high, front,
RTR]). Leftwardharmonyproceeds with total disregardfor the creationof offending segments,
indicatingthat RTR-LEF-dominatesRTR/Hi&FR,as tableau3 shows. Under this ranking,RTR/
HI&FRis irrelevantto the satisfactionof RTR-LEFr.
On the otherhand,the rankingof RTR/HI&FR
with respectto RTR-RIGHT
is just the opposite,
as shown by tableau 4. Under this ranking, satisfaction of RTR/HI&FRblocks the process of
rightward[RTR] harmony.5Playing on a terminologicalambiguity,one might say that the high
frontsegmentsareblockers,in the autosegmentalsense, of [RTR]harmony-because they cannot
become [RTR]themselves withoutviolating high-rankingRTR/HI&FR.(Nor can they be skipped
over, as in *Sayyaad. Outcomes like this are excluded by a high-rankingconstraintNo-GAP
(Kiparsky1981, Levergood 1984, Archangeliand Pulleyblank1994), just as in Davis's analysis.)
In summary,the constrainthierarchymotivatedby these argumentsis as follows:
(6) Full ranking for southern Palestinian
RTR-LEF? >> RTR/HI&FR >> RTR-RIGHT>>

IDENT-ATR

This rankingyields the desired patternof process-specific blocking. The constraintresponsible
for rightwardharmonyis dominatedby RTR/HI&FR,limiting its influence.The constraintresponsible for leftward harmony itself dominates RTR/HI&FR,so leftward harmony can affect all
segments, even those that are high and front. Thus, RTR/HI&FRis process-specific, in just the
requiredway. Process-specificityfollows from the rankingof constraints,in an entirelyunremarkable applicationof OT.
5See Prince and Smolensky 1993:chap.4 and Myers 1995 for detailed discussion of such blocking configurations.
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The constrainthierarchyin (6) can be used to give a general picture of process-specific
constraintlimitation,therebyfully answeringDavis's assertionthatprocess-specificityis impossible in OT. Suppose a grammarhas two structuralconstraintsMi and Mj, both of which crucially
dominatesome appropriatefaithfulnessconstraint.Suppose too there is a structuralconstraintC
that stands between them in the ranking.
(7) Rankingfor process-specific constraintinteraction
M? >> C >> Mj >> F

Under this ranking,the activity of Mj is mitigatedby higher-rankedC, and the activity of Mi
is unhinderedby C. The constraintC, then, is "process-specific" to the Mj >> F interaction,
but specificity is achieved through language-particularrankingratherthan language-particular
parameterization.The rankingfor southernPalestinian[RTR]harmonyin (6) is simply a specific
instance of this general schema.
From this schema and the analysis of southernPalestinian,it emerges that nothing special
is requiredto obtainthe effect of process-specificconstraintsin OT. The only mechanisminvoked
is constraintranking,which is the sole essential and fundamentalelement of the theory. In other
words, process-specific constraintsemerge from OT's most basic assumption.
What leads Davis to conclude otherwise? He asserts (p. 495) that "general constraintson
the language" are the only alternativeto parametricprocess-specificityas in (3). In his view, OT
posits only "general constraintson the language," whose scope cannotbe limited to one process
or the other.
A basic misconception about OT is at work here. It holds that constraintsin OT are on or
off categorically, so that all on constraintsmust be generally true of the language. The on/off
notion makes sense in rule-based parametrictheories, but not in OT. Because constraintsare
ranked,there is no privileged class of constraintsthat are activated-there is only the constraint
hierarchy,which may supportor blunt the force of a constraintin one circumstanceor another.
This misconceptionabout OT is an instance of what McCarthyand Prince (1994) call "the
fallacy of perfection." Succinctly, the fallacy says "optimality=perfection"; in the particular
case McCarthyand Prince discuss, the fallacy leads to the assertionthat, if OT were correct,all
words in all languageswould be pronouncedas ba (Chomsky 1994), since ba achieves supposed
perfection on dimensions of unmarkedness.But unmarkednessstands in fundamentalconflict
with faithfulness, as the discussion above has emphasized (also see in particularPrince and
Smolensky 1993:chap. 9). The ba fallacy disregardsthe role of faithfulness constraintsin the
evaluationof forms, promotingunmarkednessabove all else. Moreover,it disregardsthe possibility of conflict among the structuralconstraintsand among the faithfulnessconstraints.Thus, the
ba fallacy wronglypresupposesthatperfectioncan be achievedon every dimension-by ignoring
constraintconflict and constraintranking,the very essence of the theory.
In Davis's interpretationof the Palestiniancase, the fallacy puts constraintslike RTR/Hi&
FR at the pinnacle of the hierarchy,requiringperfection on that dimension. This misconceived
version of OT also fails, because it too ignores the consequences of constraintranking.
We have now seen how OT obtains the process-specific constrainteffect without building
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the constraintinto the formulationof the process as the parametricrule-basedapproachdoes. In
section 3, we will see that this property of OT leads to a more restrictive, and hence more
interesting,view of process-specificity than the parametrictheory. First, though, a few details
must be mentioned.They aretangentialto process-specificity,but they arenecessaryin a complete
OT accountof southernPalestinian[RTR]phonology. The details include (a) constraintconjunction andRTR/HI&FR,(b) additionalfaithfulnesseffects, and (c) [RTR]in the phonemicinventory.
I will briefly consider each of them.
(a) In Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994, the interactionof tongue root and tongue body
position is seen in terms of two distinct constraints:RTR/Hi (-*[high, RTR]) and RTR/FR(*[front,RTR]).Davis's rule (3) conjoinsthese two constraintsin a single parametricslot. Conjunction of the two constraintsis also importantin the OT analysis (6).
Constraintconjunctionis somewhat unexpected and arbitraryin a parametrictheory with
rules like (3); why can these parametervalues combine, but not others? As precedent, Davis
cites Archangeliand Pulleyblank's (1994:412) analysis of Lango, which also invokes constraint
conjunction. Significantly, though, Archangeli and Pulleyblankwork out their analysis of constraintconjunctionin Lango within OT. Constraintconjunctionis a naturalextension of OT and
has been much studiedin the OT literature(Smolensky 1993, Prince and Smolensky 1993:chap.
5, Hewitt and Crowhurst1995).
It makes sense to conjoin RTR/Hi and RTR/FRbecause they both say that it is hard to
constrictthe pharynxwhen the tongue body is being pulled in the wrong direction(superiorlyor
anteriorly).Constraintconjunctionis synergistic:if combining[RTR]with high or frontis prohibited, then a fortioricombining [RTR] with high and front is prohibited.This yields the following
universalranking:
(8) RTR/HI&FR>> RTR/Hi, RTR/FR
OT capturesthe synergisticcharacterof constraintconjunctionby providingtools for combining
linguistic scales; see the literaturejust cited for discussion.
(b) So far, we have only consideredcandidateswhere the underlying[RTR] segmentis also
[RTR] at the surface.But imagine a candidatederivedfrom /xayyaaj/ with [RTR]detachedfrom
the final /I/ and reattachedto the initial /x/. This output would equally well satisfy RTR-LEFr,
and it would do so without associating [RTR] to y, thereby sparing violation of RTR/HI&FR.
Facts like this show the need for a high-rankingfaithfulnessconstraintIDENT-RTR,
the symmetric
counterpartof IDENT-ATR.In particular,IDENT-RTR crucially dominatesRTR/HI&FR.
(c) OT proposes to derive the propertiesof underlyingstructuresfrom the same grammar
that determinessurface structures,so a full analysis of the phonology of [RTR] would have to
define its role in the phonemic system. The reasoning behind this and the necessary analytic
techniques can be found in the OT literature,including Prince and Smolensky 1993:chap. 9,
McCarthyand Prince 1995:279-281, Kirchner1995, and Ito, Mester,and Padgett 1995. Also see
Stampe 1972.6
6 The details of [RTR] contrastin
PalestinianArabic are quite complex; see Younes 1982 and Herzallah 1990 for
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3 An Impossible Blocking Pattern: [RTR] Spread in a Hypothetical System
It is worthwhile to reflect a bit on the schema for a process-specific constraintinteraction(7).
Suppose top-rankingMi is also subject to some specific limitationexpressedby a constraint L.
This means that L dominatesMi, by familiarreasoning.But constraintdominationis a transitive
relation. Since we already have Mi >> Mj, it follows that IL dominates Mj. From these
considerations,we obtain the following schema for process-specificityin OT, due to Alan Prince
(personalcommunication):
(9) General schemafor process-specificity
L >> Mi >> C >>
>> F
m?
Any constraintthatdominates Mi also dominatesMj, because constraintrankingis a strictorder
on the constraintsof UniversalGrammar-it is an irreflexive,asymmetric,and transitiverelation.
Thus, as Prince observes, it is a general fact about OT that no constraintcan be process-specific
to just the Mli-relatedprocess in (9); it must, in principle, be able to influence the Mi-related
process as well. Whetheror not this ability-in-principleis actuallyobservabledependson details
of the particularphenomenainvolved. Observationswill be easiest to makewhen the two processes
are similar, as in PalestinianArabic.
Prince furthernotes that the general schema (9) motivates a subset criterion for processspecificity in OT: if Mi >> Mj >> F, then the set of constraintsthat can, in principle,impinge
on Mi is a subset of the set of constraintsthat can, in principle, impinge on Mj. The subset

data and analysis. Davis does not addressmost of the particulars,and neither will I, but I will briefly mention an issue
that comes up in this connection.
Assume that Palestinianhas a class, X, of segments that never contrast in [RTR]. (Traditionally,X is said to be
In OT terms, that assumptionmotivates something like the following statement:the structuralconstraint
[-coronal].)
*[RTR, X] crucially dominates the faithfulness constraintIDENT-RTR. We have, however, previously established that
IDENT-RTR dominatesRTR/HI&FR,
which itself dominatesRTR-RIGHT.
By transitivityof domination,then, *[RTR, X]
must dominate RTR-RIGHT-whichmeans that the segments in the X class should be blockers of rightward[RTR]
harmony.But the only actual blockers of rightwardharmonyare the high front segments, alreadygiven by RTR/HI&FR.
Therefore,we have to conclude one of two things: (a) the class X is null, and in principle any segment can contrastin
[RTR]; or (b) the constraintsor their rankingsare wrongly understoodin certaindetails.
In fact, the set X may indeed be null; the observations are somewhat delicate to interpret.Though the principal
bearers of [RTR] contrast in Palestinian Arabic are the historical "emphatic" consonants, all of which are coronal
obstruents,there is a small but stable body of words with contrastive [RTR] but no coronal obstruent:?alla 'Allah',
?almaani 'German',lamba 'lamp', baaba 'Pope', vaaba 'oh, my father!', vamma 'oh, my mother!', mayyi 'water'. This
set includes native words and assimilatedloans (witness the b for p in baaba, from Italian).The existence and stability
of this class may indicate that the historical situation is no longer pertinent,and that there is no synchronicallyvalid
generalizationabout X.
If furtherempirical investigation should confirm the validity of X, however, then we must reexamine some of the
constraintsand rankingresults. In particular,we should question the subhierarchyIDENT-RTR >> RTR/HI&FR,which
lies at the core of the presumptiverankingparadox.This subhierarchyderives from the assumptionthatharmonyis based
on alignmentand that good alignmentwould be achievedjust as well by moving (or deleting) [RTR] as by spreadingit,
were it not for the interventionof high-rankingIDENT-RTR.But altermativeconceptionsof harmonyare possible and may
be desirable;for example, the view of harmonyas a perceptualsalience effect, mentioned in footnote 11, puts harmony
securely into the faithfulness system: if [RTR] is presentin the input, then it must be spreadin the output.This view of
harmonyrendersIDENT-RTR irrelevantto determiningthe scope of spreading,and so it eliminates the rankingparadox.
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relation can be improper,if C = 0 in (9), and it can be trivial, if L = 0. To put the matter
differently, there is a sense in which the Mi-related process is more robust-or not less robust-than the Mj-related one.7 These are not special stipulationsthat OT makes aboutprocessspecificity. Rather, they derive from the most fundamentalelement of the theory, constraint
ranking.
This result is of more than passing interest,for two reasons. First, a parametricrule-based
theory, incorporatingstatementslike (3), makes no such claim about process-specificity. Since
each process includes constraintsas arbitraryparameters,no predictionis made about how constraints on two different processes in the same grammarwill be related. In this respect, the
parametricrule-basedmodel is less restrictivethan OT, in that it incorporatesnothing like the
subset criterion.Indeed, given the freedom of parametersetting that is intrinsicto the approach,
it is impossibleto see how the parametricmodel could even stipulate,much less derive, the subset
criterion.
Second, the subset criterion bears directly on one of Davis's challenges to OT (p. 495):
"Relatedly, how would OptimalityTheory analyze a possible dialect in which rightwardspread
of emphasis is subjectto one groundedconditionwhereasleftwardspreadis subjectto a different
groundedcondition?If such a dialect were reported,it would be potentially problematicfor an
OptimalityTheoryaccount." Indeedit would. If the constraintsintroducedin section 2 are rightly
conceived, then the logic of the subset criterionpredictsthat no grammarcould achieve the type
of process-specificitydescribedin this hypotheticalcase.
To put the issue in less abstractterms,let us examine a grammarfor the hypotheticalsystem
Davis describes.Rightwardharmonyis limited by just one constraint(say, RTR/Hi)and leftward
harmonyis limited by another(say, RTR/FR).Thus, all and only high segments block rightward
harmony, and all and only front segments block leftward harmony.The rankingsrequiredare
these:
(10) Mutuallyincompatibleconstraintrankingsrequiredin hypotheticalcase
Ranking
Interpretation
a. RTR/Hi >> RTR-RIGHT High segments block rightwardharmony.
>> RTR/FR
b. RTR-RIGHT
Front segments don't block rightwardharmony.
c. RTR/FR>> RTR-LEFr
Front segments block leftwardharmony.
d. RTR-LEFr>> RTR/Hi
High segments don't block leftwardharmony.
Following the chain from (lOa) to (lOd), we see that the rankingsare circular,contradictingthe
fundamentalpremise that constraintrankingis a total ordering.Therefore,no grammarmeeting
all of (10) can exist in OT. To put the result more intuitively, the set of constraintsimpinging
on rightwardharmonyin this case is not a subset or supersetof the set of constraintsimpinging
on leftwardharmony,so the subset criterionis not met, either way. The predictedimpossibility

7The rankingRTR-LEFr>> RTR-RIGHT,
requiredin both Palestiniandialects, is perhapsto be relatedto the wellknown bias for anticipatoryover perseverativecoarticulation.
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of this hypotheticalsystem shows that there is truly a restrictiveclaim here; the subset criterion
sets an irreduciblelimit on how specific a constrainton a process can be in OT.
This argumentshows that the definition of ranking,which is the centralelement of OT, has
highly restrictiveconsequences for the characterof process-specific constraintinteractions.Related processes are rankablefor a kind of robustnessthat may be seen from any proper subset
relationsamongconstraintsthatlimit theireffect. In contrast,parametricrule-basedtheoriesmake
no such prediction. If arbitraryprocess-specific constraints are included as parametersin the
processes themselves, as in (3), then any process can be governed by any constraint,without
regardto other processes coexisting in the grammar.Davis's example of this type of processspecificity is hypothetical,whereasboth of the real dialects he discusses meet the subset criterion
(see sections 2 and 4). The inference,then, is thatthe OT model of process-specificityis not only
more restrictivebut also empiricallycorrect.8
4 Another Blocking Pattern: [RTR] Spread in a Northern Palestinian Dialect
At first glance, rightward[RTR] harmonyin northernPalestinianArabic appearsnot to meet the
subset criterion.(Leftwardharmonyis identicalin northernand southernPalestinianand will not
be discussed furtherhere.) Two processes of rightwardharmonyare involved, with apparently
disjointconditions on applicability.(As in section 2, I cite the examples from Davis 1995; in this
case Davis bases his work on Younes 1982, 1993 and Herzallah1990, which should be consulted
for additionaldetails and insights.)
(1

1) NorthernPalestinian local rightwardharmony
a. To immediatelyfollowing a
Taaza
Sabaah
Dalam
manTaka
b. To immediatelyfollowing Ca
?aDlam
Snaaf

8
An anonymousrevieweravers thatthis restrictivepredictionof OT holds trueonly in a monostratalimplementation
but not in a multistratalone. If a single language contains several serially connected OT grammars,each with its own
constrainthierarchy,it might be possible to get the descriptiveeffect of Davis's hypotheticaldialect in the ultimateoutput,
even though no individual stratumcan supportthe mutually incompatiblerankingsin (10).
The reviewer's comment confounds descriptionwith explanation.Properlyspeaking, an OT grammaris a ranking
of universalconstraints,like (6), whereas a parametricrule-basedgrammarconsists of (an orderingof) expressions like
(3). Process-specificitymust meet the subsetcriterionin the OT grammar,but not in the parametricrule-basedone. These
are established results about the kinds of explanations the two theories do or do not provide. They are not touched by
the observationthat, descriptively,a multistratalimplementationof OT may be able to simulate some kinds of processspecificity without the subset criterion.The parametricrule-basedtheory makes no such restrictiveprediction,with or
without multiple strata.
Two furtherremarks.First, it is by no means obvious that multistratalOT is even necessary; much of the prima
facie evidence for it has been reanalyzedin monostrataltermsby Benua (1995, in preparation)and others. Second, when
all the constraintsof UG are considered,the differences in rankingbetween the two stratalgrammarsthat are necessary
to simulate process-specificity will very likely have unintendedside effects, making exact simulationof the rule-based
analysis impossible.
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c. Blocked by following high segment
TaTsaan
Syaam
Sihha
Twaal
kaTTuuTa
(12) NorthernPalestinian long-distancerightwardharmony
a. To following sequence of a and laryngeals (?,h) or pharyngeals(2,h)
maSlaha
Sahhaaha
TaTnak
Sahnak
Sahhab
Sahan
Taa?an
b. Blocked by following high segment
Sihha
kaTTuuTa
There is local rightwardharmonyonto the next vowel nucleus, including any interveningconsonant, as long as no violations of RTR/Hi (-*[high, RTR]) ensue. There is also unbounded
rightwardharmonyonto a sequence of low segments,a class thatin Palestinianincludesthe vowel
a and the laryngeal and pharyngealgutturals(McCarthy1994). Observe from (12b) that longdistanceharmony,which targetsonly low segments,is supererogatorilyblockedby high segments
as well.
In Davis's analysis, there are two separaterules of rightwardharmony,each with its own
targetconstraintincluded in the formulation.Local harmonyapplies first, and it includes among
its parametersthe constraintRTR/Hi. Long-distanceharmonyapplies to the outputof local harmony, and it parametricallyincludes the constraintRTR/LowER-VT("If [RTR], then LowerVT"), which requiresthe segment targetedby spreadingto bear a Lower Vocal Tractnode-that
is, it must be a pharyngealsegment (a low vowel or a gutturalconsonant).9
Concerning northernPalestinian, Davis asks (p. 495), "[H]ow would OptimalityTheory
account for the fact that the two different rules governing rightwardspread of [RTR] ... are
subject to two different target conditions?" If this characterizationis correct-two different
processes subject to two different constraints-then the constraintsgoverning one process are
not a subset of the constraintsgoverningthe other.At first glance, then, it appearsthat the subset
criterionis not met in northernPalestinian,because local rightwardharmonyis governedby one
constraint,RTR/Hi, and long-distancerightwardharmonyis governed by a differentconstraint,
RTR/LowER-VT.Since the subset criterionis an unavoidableconsequenceof constraintranking,
this result imperils the very foundationsof OT.
First appearances,though, prove wrong on closer inspection. Long-distancerightwardhar-

9 Davis (1995:(10)) proposesthat the feature[RTR]is feature-geometricallydependenton Lower-VT.Accordingly,
when rules like (3) spread [RTR] onto segments that lack a Lower-VT node, one is generatedautomaticallyto maintain
consistency of feature-geometricstructure.This operationof Node Generationis a standardassumptionin the framework
Davis adopts (Archangeliand Pulleyblank 1994:23).
Given Node Generation,though, RTR/LowER-VTshould be vacuous as a target condition on long-distance[RTR]
spread.Since Node Generationalways supplies Lower-VT as needed, how could this constraintever block anything?In
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mony can be governed by both RTR/Hi and RTR/LowER-VT,as the subset criterionpredicts.
The situationbecomes cleareronce we look past the names of these constraintsto theirsubstance.
RTR/Hi says "If [RTR], then not high," whereasRTRALowER-VT
says "If [RTR], then LowerVT." Since the segments with a Lower-VT node (a and the gutturals)are a propersubset of the
nonhigh segments, any segment that satisfies RTR/LowER-VTwill also satisfy RTR/Hi. In (13),
I have made this same point in more familiarterms, so the syllogistic characterof the argument
is clear.
(13) Logical relation betweenRTRIHiand RTRILowER-VT
RTR/Hi
[RTR] D [-high]
RTR/LowER-VT(approximately)
[RTR] D [+ low]
According to Chomsky and Halle 1968
[+ low] D [- high]
D RTR/HI(s),
RTR/LOwER-VT(s)
for any segment s.
In this case, the constraintsthemselves are in a subset relation.Therefore,imposing RTR/Hi on
long-distancerightwardharmony,as the subset criterionrequires,does not change the effect that
RTR/LowER-VTexerts on the same process.
Putting these results together with the schema for process-specificityin (9), we obtain the
following rankingfor northernPalestinian:
(14) Schematic rankingfor [RTR] harmonyin northernPalestinian Arabic
?
RTR/Hi >>
>> F
?i>> RTR/LowER-VT>>
The rankingMi >> IF characterizesthe process of local rightwardspreading,which is blocked
only by RTR/Hi (see (11)). The rankingMj >> IF characterizesthe process of long-distance
rightwardspreading,which is blocked by both RTR/LowER-VTand RTR/Hi(see (12)). As I just
argued,top-rankedRTR/Hineitheradds nor detractsfrom the effect of RTR/LOWER-VT
on Mj,
so the subset criterionfor process-specificityis in fact met.
We have seen, then, that the northernPalestiniandata, far from arguingagainstOT, support
the more restrictiveview of process-specificitythatrankinggives. To reiteratethe point of section
3: a parametricrule-basedtheory says nothing about which constraintsmight limit two different
processes in the same grammar,whereas OT, because of ranking, insists that the constraints
impinging on one process must be a subset of the constraintsimpinging on another.

response,Davis (personalcommunication)has suggestedthatNode Generationappliesin situationsinvolving antagonistic
targetconditions (like RTR/Hi)but not sympatheticones (like RTRALowER-VT).
This move does not seem to be independently motivated, however.
For simplicity, I adopt the null hypothesis, that specifications for [RTR] and Lower-VT are feature-geometrically
independent,so a segment can be just [RTR] (E), just Lower-VT (h), or both (h). If the nonnull assumptionshould turn
out to be correct,however, then RTR/LowER-VTmust be replaced.Two plausiblealternativesare (a) a constraintdefined
as "If [RTR], then primarypharyngeal,"which correctlylimits the [RTR]class to the gutturalsand a, or (b) DEP(LowerVT), which militates against "adding" Lower-VT to a segment (cf. McCarthyand Prince 1995).
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Though this is all I will have to say about process-specificity,there is an analytic detail to
be settled:what are the actualconstraintsMi and Ml in (14)? The constraintimplicatedin longas in the southernPalestiniandialect. The constraint
distance harmony,Mj, is just RTR-RIGHT,
Mi is involved in the local harmonyprocess, which spreads [RTR] no furtherthan a following
(C)V sequence. Unlike long-distanceharmony,local harmonyprocesses like this one have been
little studied in the phonological literature,in OT or otherwise.'0It is not unexpected,then, that
Davis's rule-basedanalysis must fall back on descriptive stipulation,iteratinga local harmony
process "to a following syllable nucleus" (Davis 1995:487-488). Descriptivestipulationis never
desirable, though-much less so in an OT grammar,where each constraintis universal and,
throughrankingpermutation,will participatein determininga range of typological options.
Whatis required,then, is a crosslinguisticexaminationof similarlocal harmonyphenomena.
Until this projectis undertaken,we can only speculate aboutwhat constraintfills the role of Mi
in (14). One possibility is that the responsibleconstraintrequiresany [RTR] span to end on the
vowel a. This makes sense because a is exactly where [RTR] is most salient perceptually,since
it produces an obvious distinction between [Li] and [n]. Obedience to such a constraintwill
yield the desired local rightwardharmonyin forms like Sabaah or ?aDlam, and it is inoffensive
to long-distanceharmonycases like Sahhaaha, where the [RTR] span also ends on a.
For explicitness, I will formulatethis constraintin alignmentterms,like RTR-LEFrandRTRRIGHT.

(15) RTR-To-a
Align([RTR], Right, a, Right)
Inserting it into the hierarchy(14), together with the other constraintsdiscussed, we obtain a
fairly full picture of [RTR] harmonyin the northernPalestiniandialect.
(16) Hierarchyfor [RTR] harmonyin northernPalestinian Arabic
IDENT-RTR,
RTR-LEFr>> RTR/Hi>> RTR-To-a>> RTR/LowER-VT>> RTR-RIGHT
>> IDENT-ATR
The top-rankedconstraintscan compel violation of RTR/Hi,which itself is in a position to block
RTR-To-a(as in (llc)). Satisfactionof RTR-To-ais not limited by lower-rankedRTR/LowERVT, which neverthelessdoes control the effect of RTR-RIGHT.
At the bottom is the faithfulness
constraintIDENT-ATR,
violated in every case of [RTR] harmony.
Comparethis constrainthierarchywith thatof southernPalestinian.The gross rankingstructure is the same in both dialects, with undominatedIDENT-RTR
and RTR-LEFT
at the top, IDENTATR at the bottom,andRTR-RIGHT
in between. One differenceis thatRTR/LowER-VT
dominates

'1 Explicit discussions of this general problem include Poser 1982, Archangeliand Pulleyblank 1987, 1994, Myers
1987, 1995, and 1to, Mester, and Padgett 1995.
11This attractionof [RTR] to a can perhapsbe connected with Cohn's (1995) idea that phonological specifications
must be saliently realized, with ideas about perceptualsalience in OptimalDomains Theory (Cole and Kisseberth1994),
and with Kaun's (1995) proposal that a function of harmonyis to maximize the perceptualsalience of otherwise hardto-hear contrasts.
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Tableau 5
/Sabaah/ - Sabaah (see (1 la))
RTR-

IDENT,
/S-abaah/

RTR-

RTR/HII

LEFT

[RTR

RTR/
LOWER-VT

TO-a

RTRRIGHT

IDENTATR

a. ag,Sabaah**
b.

c.

C.

d.

.ab

. ..
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sabaah
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Tableau 6
/Snaaf/ - Snaaf (see (11b))

a. a

/Snaaf/

IIDENT-: RTRLEFT_
[RTR

Snaaf

[

Snaaf

[

RTR-

RTR/
LOWER-VT

TO-a

RTR-

RIGHT

IDENT-

ATR

**
.

b.

RTR/HI

.

.

!;~~~~~~~~~..
.
. . .......

......**
....
_

.:S.:i :;;0.:.!.:

! .: :: :: :: : :.:.: : :;:;:::

***

in northernPalestinian,but the rankingmust be just the opposite in southernPalestinRTR-RIGHT
ian. Dominationby RTR/LowER-VTsignificantlylimits the scope of RTR-RIGHT
in the northern
Palestiniandialect, leading to long-distanceharmonyonly over strings of low segments. This is
a small example of the inherentlytypological characterof OT (Prince and Smolensky 1993), in
which differences in constraintranking,ratherthan differences in the presence of a rule or the
value of a parameter,are what distinguish languages. Another difference is that RTR-To-a is
visibly active in northernPalestinian,because it dominatesRTR/LowER-VT.In southernPalestinian, however, there is no observable activity by RTR-To-a,presumablybecause it too is ranked
below RTR-RIGHT.
The full hierarchyfor the northernPalestinian dialect is applied to selected examples in
tableaux5 through9. Tableau 5 shows a case of local harmony,in which [RTR] spreadsto the
next vowel (an a) but no further.Candidate(b), with no harmonywhatsoever,fails on RTR-Toa, since the right edge of the [RTR] span is not the vowel a. Candidate(c), with long-distance
harmony,incurs an avoidable violation of RTR/LowER-VT,because it contains an [RTR] b that
no othercandidatehas. All of (a-c) have at least one violation of this constraint,though, because
of the underlying[RTR]S. Form(d) avoids this violation, and moreoversatisfies all other [RTR]controlling constraints,by eliminating the feature entirely, but that violates top-rankedIDENTRTR. (Having made the point, I will not consider candidates like (d) again.) As in southern
Palestinian,undominatedNo-GAPbars "skipping" configurationslike Sabaah.
Tableau 6 is anothercase of local harmony, but with a consonant included in the [RTR]
span. In (b), n blocks harmony, satisfying RTR/LowER-VTbut violating higher-rankingRTRTO-a.

Tableau 7 considers the form faT?aan, where rightward harmony is blocked by s. The basis
of the blocking effect can be seen by comparing (a) and (b). In the latter, high-ranking RTR/Hi
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Tableau 7
/SMaTaan/- faTaan (see ( I c))
IDENT-:

/SaTs'aan/JRTR
a. n

RTRLEFT

RTR/

LoWER-VT

TO-a

SaT'aan

b.

RTR-

RTR/Hi

..I

*

MaTsaan

C. ~aT'aan***

I
I

**

I

*

RTRRIGHT

IDENT-

ATR

*..**:

*

Tableau 8
- Sahhaaha (see (12a))
/Sah1haaha/
IDENT-: RTR-

/Sahhaaha/

a. ar

Sahhaaha

b.

?ahhaaha

RTR

LEFT

RTR/Hi

RTR-

TO-a

RTR/

LOWER-VT

RTRRIGHT

IDENTATR

is violatedbecause the high consonants has assimilatedto the [RTR]feature.This is fatal, because
a candidateis available in (a) that avoids the offending segment just by violating lower-ranked
RTR-To-a.Incidentally,(c) shows a case where leftwardharmonyhas failed. Candidateslike this
were comprehensivelyexamined in southernPalestinian(section 3) and need not be considered
furtherhere.
In tableau 8, where the higher-rankingconstraintsare irrelevantbecause both candidates
is decisive, just as
satisfy them, we see the pure effect of rightwardharmony.Thus, RTR-RIGHT
in southernPalestinian,but here RTR/LowER-VTensures that RTR-RIGHT
is effective only in
sequences of Lower-VT segments.12
Finally, tableau9 is also analogousto the southernPalestiniansystem. RTR/Hiblocks rightwardharmonyin the expected way, thoughsatisfactionof lower-rankedRTR-To-acould otherwise
be achieved.
In summary,I have shown that the phonology of [RTR] harmony in northernPalestinian
Arabic exhibits a pattern of process-specificity that meets the subset criterion introduced in section
3. A reasonably complete OT analysis has been presented, in which the limitation of processes
by constraints as well as the processes themselves are obtained from the essential element of OT,
constraint

ranking.

12
When the string of Lower-VT segments ends in a gutturalconsonant, ratherthan a, RTR-To-awill prevail over
lower-rankingRTR-RIGHIT.
selecting Thlnak ratherthan TaFthak.This transcriptionalnuance is inconsequential,since
impressionisticphonetic evidence cannot tell us whetheror not the pharyngealconsonant is [RTR]. If instrumentalphonetic evidence should confirm that Tal'nak is a more accurate transcription,then RTR-To-a could be replaced by a
constraintdemandingthat the [RTR] span end on a Lower-VT segment, subsuminga and the gutturals.
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Tableau 9
/Sihha/ - Sihha (see (12b))
RTRLEFT

IDENT-

l RTR

/Siha/

RTR/HI

RTR-

RTR/

RTR-

IDENT-

TO-a

LOWER-VT

RIGHT

ATR
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influences [RTR] harmony. As we havepseen, i blocks rightward hasdony.
Blocking occurs
whether the i is underlying (as in Tiinak) or epenthetic (as in baTinha from /basn +ha/).r
The
problem,
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is viewed
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(p. 496),
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Theory,
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epenthetic] vowel ... are supplied by a later interpretive component. . ." That is, an epenthetic
vowel is supposed to be phonologically
featureless, but it acts like any other high vowel in blocking
Ofn., t90ff.) argues that epenthetic i
rightward harmony. (Interestingly, Herzallah (I990:109-l
in northeqn Palestinian

does act like a featureless segment.)
This purported argument against OT rests on a category
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19)
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vowels; this truism applies equally well to a theory of epenthetic vowels embedded
within OT. One view of epenthesis has considerable support in the literature: epenthesis is a
in which otherwise stray segments may be incorporated
consequence of excessive syllabification,
epenthetic
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13 Spring(1994) presentsa similarargumentaboutthe natureof epentheticconsonants:in AxinincaCampa,epenthetic
t behaves no differently from underlyingt in undergoingpalatalization.
14
Since epenthetic segments are typically unmarked,this assumptionis necessary in any theory that equates unmarkednesswith underspecification.
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McCarthyand Prince 1993b). But this treatmentof epenthesisis by no means peculiaror intrinsic
to OT, since it both predates OT, as the above references show, and is rejected in other OT
work (e.g., Smolensky 1993, McCarthy1993, McCarthyand Prince 1994, 1995), which develops
alternativeviews of faithfulnessbased on the epentheticsegment's lack of a morphologicalaffiliation or an underlyingcorrespondent.Davis's argumentis appropriatefor what it tells us about
the representationof epenthetic vowels and, by extension, about the constraintFILL, but it is a
category mistake to think that this bears on the correctnessof OT.
This spuriouschallenge to OT is one of many categoryerrorsthat arise in discussions of the
theory.Otherexamplesincludethese:OT requiresthatdeletedsegmentsbe presentbut syllabically
unparsed;OT cannot treat floating tones or empty segments; OT is a theory of prosody only,
which cannot deal with segmental phonology; OT is incompatiblewith (or is only compatible
with) moraic prosody; OT denies the possibility of distinct lexical and postlexical phonologies;
OT says thatmorphologycan impingeon phonology only at constituentedges, throughalignment;
OT is inherentlynonderivational;OT is a theoryof phonologyonly, withoutrelevanceto morphology or syntax; OT has, at its peril, discardedall the insights of featuregeometry/skeletaltheory/
metricaltheory/lexicalphonology/etc. How could any of these things be true of necessity, when
what OT says is that grammarsare defined by constrainthierarchies?These issues have their
place in the context of evaluatingparticulartheoriesof phonology embeddedwithin OT, but there
is no such thing as a "standardOT" account of any of them nor, I think, could there ever be
one.
6 Conclusion
In the course of respondingto Davis's claim that OT cannot contend with process-specificityof
constraints,a resultthatwas always presentbut only latenthas been exposed to view. We have seen
thatOT providesa generaltheoryof process-specificitythroughconstraintranking.Moreover,OT
demandsthatprocess-specificitymeet a subset criterion,whose propertieswere defined in section
3. The essence of the subset criterion is that similar processes can be ranked for robustness,
because the constraintsimpinging on one must be a subset of the constraintsimpinging on the
other. The OT approachis thereforemore restrictive and interestingthan alternativesthat use
rules andparameters,since they makeno connectionbetweenthe constraintson differentprocesses
in the same grammar.Furthermore,OT obtainsthese resultsfrom minimalassumptions,consisting
of nothing more than the core idea of the whole theory:constraintsare ranked.
These results about process-specificityin OT derive empiricalsupportfrom the Palestinian
Arabic material.The southernPalestinianpatternis straightforwardlycompatiblewith the subset
criterion,and the northernPalestinianpatternis as well, once the constraintsinvolved areproperly
understood.A hypotheticalexample that is incompatiblewith the subset criterionwas also discussed, affirmingthe restrictivenessof the claim OT makes.
Finally, in section 5 I discussed a very different objection against OT, based on a type of
category errorin which an implementationalaspect of some OT analyses is confoundedwith the
essence of the theory itself.
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